Fast probabilistic analysis of sequence function using scoring matrices.
We present techniques for increasing the speed of sequence analysis using scoring matrices. Our techniques are based on calculating, for a given scoring matrix, the quantile function, which assigns a probability, or p, value to each segmental score. Our techniques also permit the user to specify a p threshold to indicate the desired trade-off between sensitivity and speed for a particular sequence analysis. The resulting increase in speed should allow scoring matrices to be used more widely in large-scale sequencing and annotation projects. We develop three techniques for increasing the speed of sequence analysis: probability filtering, lookahead scoring, and permuted lookahead scoring. In probability filtering, we compute the score threshold that corresponds to the user-specified p threshold. We use the score threshold to limit the number of segments that are retained in the search process. In lookahead scoring, we test intermediate scores to determine whether they will possibly exceed the score threshold. In permuted lookahead scoring, we score each segment in a particular order designed to maximize the likelihood of early termination. Our two lookahead scoring techniques reduce substantially the number of residues that must be examined. The fraction of residues examined ranges from 62 to 6%, depending on the p threshold chosen by the user. These techniques permit sequence analysis with scoring matrices at speeds that are several times faster than existing programs. On a database of 12 177 alignment blocks, our techniques permit sequence analysis at a speed of 225 residues/s for a p threshold of 10-6, and 541 residues/s for a p threshold of 10-20. In order to compute the quantile function, we may use either an independence assumption or a Markov assumption. We measure the effect of first- and second-order Markov assumptions and find that they tend to raise the p value of segments, when compared with the independence assumption, by average ratios of 1.30 and 1.69, respectively. We also compare our technique with the empirical 99. 5th percentile scores compiled in the BLOCKSPLUS database, and find that they correspond on average to a p value of 1.5 x 10-5. The techniques described above are implemented in a software package called EMATRIX. This package is available from the authors for free academic use or for licensed commercial use. The EMATRIX set of programs is also available on the Internet at http://motif.stanford.edu/ematrix.